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Abstract 

This thesis will examine and review six of my artworks that were completed during the 

duration of this MA programme. In order to do so, I will situate them in the context of  

contemporary art. I will compare my work with priorly researched artists who are working 

with similar themes, methods and concepts, such as: waiting, forgetting, eerie emptiness, 

divinity and sci fi.  I will conclude with a brief reflection on how I would wish to further 

develop my artistic practice.  
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Introduction 

 

This thesis is divided in four chapters in which I will discuss 6 exhibitions. Each chapter is divided 

in sub-sections. The first three chapters will focus on analysing my works in connection to the works 

of other contemporary artist in order to reinforce and situate my artistic practice. The fourth chapter 

will review the MA degree´s solo show and is structured around my personal experiences and 

thoughts during and after the exhibition period. From there I will speculate on the forecoming steps 

of my art making.  

The first chapter, Imitating Anticipation; and the feeling of being in between, mainly discuss my 

installation Imitating Anticipation regarding the personal references anchored behind the work as a 

departure point in the process. I will also explore the work through the idea of forgetting and waiting, 

which are then juxtaposed and compared to works by Irena Haiduk and Bas Jan Ader. 

The second chapter, Suður – Foss and Since I came to North – Waterfall; Imitation and eerie 

emptiness, will discuss two of my works, Suður – Foss and Since I came to North - Waterfall. These 

two works are related to one another. I will address the personal references within the works and 

connect it to the atmosphere of the film set and the movie High Rise. Thereafter I will create a 

dialogue between my work and Gregor Schneider´s installation called N. Schmidt.  

The third chapter, I was celestial; Heavenly sci fi, will discuss two of my sculptures, both called I 

was celestial. The sculptures are a part of the same trilogy. I will talk about my personal references 

with the works and link them with Michel Foucault´s theory of Heterotopias and The Rothko Chapel. 

Additionally, I explore symbolic similarities of beds, temples and sci fi in order to make links 

between these concepts and my art works. 

The fourth chapter, A lounge of remorse, will entirely focus on the solo show that I had as a part of 

my MA degree. The chapter is a review and a description of the piece and speculates on its reception 

by the viewers. Furthermore, it states the strength of the work and how I wish to build on this 

experience. 
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Imitating Anticipation;  

and the feeling of being in between 

 

In this chapter I will discuss my installation Imitating Anticipation and the personal 

references behind the work. I will also connect the work to the idea of forgetting and waiting 

and to works by Irena Haiduk and Bas Jan Ader.  

 

A description of Imitating Anticipation 

 

Imitating Anticipation was an installation that I made in the Ásmundarsafn Museum, in 2018. 

Ásmundarsafn is a museum dedicated to the work of the Icelandic 20th century sculptor 

Ásmundur Sveinsson and it is a part of the Reykjavík Art Museum. My exhibition was a 

solo show and a part of a series called Invasion, where four artists were invited to exhibit 

their works among the classical sculptures by Ásmundur. The other three artists were 

Guðmundur Thoroddsen, Hrafnhildur Arnardóttir and Matthías Rúnar Sigurðsson. My 

installation was in two parts. The first part, Imitating Anticipation 1,1 was on the first floor 

of the museum and the second part, Imitating Anticipation 2,2 was on the second floor. Both 

installations were mixed media and site-specific sculptures.  

 

Imitating Anticipation 13 was situated in a room that had marble floors and large windows 

in the ceiling. The shape of the room was a half-circle and inside of it there were several 

classical sculptures on black plinths. My installation was made of two sculptures; one was a 

soft, white sculpture that lay on the floor and the other one was a two-meter-high sculpture 

that looked like a room divider with windows. 

 

                                                 
1 See images 1-4. 
2 See images 5-6. 
3 See images 1-4. 
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The white sculpture on the floor had a structure made of wood, foam mattresses and duvets. 

It was covered with a white satin fabric. The shape of the sculpture was familiar yet 

unidentifiable, it resembled a bed, tables and Greek columns. In between the white columns 

was a delicate silver chain. The sculpture was white and pristine, it looked like clean linen.  

 

Behind this white sculpture was the second sculpture of the installation. It was a grey and 

shiny sculpture that resembled a room divider with windows. The sculpture was made of 

five parts that each had a window and was placed next to one of the walls of the museum. 

The sculpture was placed in a shape of a hexagon, each part had a window made of brown 

reflective film and a frame covered with a silvery, lustrous fabric. The film in the windows 

is used to install in windows to block out sunlight. Because of the reflective surface it acts 

as both a mirror and a window. The sculpture stood on pieces of wood that were covered 

with a steel film. The hexagon room divider sculpture created an empty room that was not 

accessible to enter, it could only be viewed through the windows.  

Imitating Anticipation 24 was the name of the second part of the show. It was placed on the 

second floor of the museum, in a small dome shaped room, with windows in the ceiling, 

parquet floor and a staircase with a lamp attached to it. The installation consisted of two 

sculptures, one was placed underneath a window and had a foreign yet familiar shape, it was 

a container with fish pudding and skin cream inside of it and behind it stood a mirror covered 

with a white, patterned film. The structure was padded with duvets and covered with a brown 

and silvery fabric, except the inside of the container which had a brown, fake fur. The other 

sculpture in the room was on the floor, next to the staircase. The piece was a large reflective 

film, 2x2m, on the floor with a large cylinder shape on one end of it, opposite the staircase, 

the cylinder was padded and soft and covered in brown, fake leather. The other two sides of 

the film had lower, triangular edges that were also covered with the brown fake leather. A 

small lamp with a blue light was directed towards the reflective film on the floor.  

  

 

 

                                                 
4 See images 4-6. 
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Personal references within the work 

 

In Imitating Anticipation 1, I tried to mimic parts of the architecture in the room, the ceiling 

had large windows and the room divider sculpture had windows that copied the ones in the 

ceiling. The white sculpture on the floor was white to color match the white marble floor. I 

wanted to counterbalance and oppose the harshness of the museum and the classical 

sculptures in it by making my sculptures with soft and padded surfaces and they were 

temporary; they were made of material that will not last in contradiction to the very classical 

sculptures that were already in the space.  

The room divider sculpture created a space that was inaccessible but still large enough for a 

human to use; although it did not have an entrance. I wanted the sculpture to imply that 

someone has, or will, inhabit the empty space inside of it. That way perversely suggests that 

the viewers would see something that was both meant to be hidden and meant to be gazed 

at.  

I saw the two sculptures as something otherworldly, in my mind the shape of them and their 

surface implied divinity and science fiction. Perhaps like a sci fi temple. The light in the 

gallery intensified this heavenly sci fi notion. There was a small spotlight inside the empty 

room of the room divider, but no other light shone on the installation besides the light coming 

through the windows. During the time period of the show there was very little daylight and 

the light at this time of the year in Iceland has a dusky blue tone, bathing the installation in 

a blue light.  

Imitating Anticipation 1 appeared to be quite large inside the space it was situated in, it was 

positioned in the center of the room and it disrupted it by taking up a lot of the floor space 

and changing the way the viewer experienced the room and Ásmundur´s works. The 

installation was in a way an intrusion.  

In Imitating Anticipation 2, I made both sculptures resemble something domestic, something 

that I thought might have a purpose and that could look like a known object; the sculpture 

underneath the window might have looked like a sink, a vanity table, a dentist chair or a 

sleeping bag. The floor sculpture might have looked like a bed, a sofa or a swimming pool. 

The floor sculpture was connected to the railings on the staircase, the staircase was rather 
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dominant in the room and I centered my installation around it. The staircase handrails were 

made of wood, matching the wood floors. A floor lamp was attached to the handrails. I 

choose materials that indicated domesticity to me, the padded softness of the objects feels 

safe, welcoming and homely and the fake leather and fake fur feel intimate and recognizable. 

The fish pudding and the skin cream placed in one the sculptures had a soft smell of fish and 

cosmetics, being placed in a container lined with fur, they had a texture of something that I 

think could look sexual and perhaps perverse and uncomfortable.  

 Like the installation on the first floor of the museum, Imitating Anticipation 2 was bathed 

in blue light and the only other light source in the dome was coming from the outside. The 

sculptures had repetitive elements that referred to the room. They were brown, like the floor 

and handrails and are made of fake materials that are made to look like something they are 

not. The sculptures had square shapes which copied the windows but contrasted the circular 

dome shape of the room. The windows, the reflective film on the floor, the silvery fabric on 

the sculpture underneath the window and the mirror with the white film on it, all these objects 

had shiny reflective surfaces.  

I think Imitating Anticipation 1 and 2 had an aura of belonging to the past. The past was 

represented in the usage of outdated fabrics that once were trendy, it was also evident in the 

brown, silvery film in the windows and in the white film on the mirror, which used to be 

more popular than they are now. The fish pudding used to be a common meal but is a rarity 

today. Therefore, the assumption can be made that the work was related to something that 

has already happened.  
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Forgetting 

 

Early memory researchers concluded that memories decay and fade with time, but the 

current consensus favors the interference theory.  

“Interference manifests in two principal ways. First, shortly after initial learning, task-related 

or task-unrelated mental activity can impair memory, probably by disrupting cellular 

consolidation processes. Second, the expression of established, fully consolidated long-term 

memory can suffer from interference at the retrieval stage.”5  

According to this theory, forgetting happens because interference of other mental activities 

taking place at the same time or because older memories are interrupting newer memories. 

“This evidence suggested that memories are made less accessible because of interference 

from similar information acquired before or after their formation.”6 It is commonly assumed 

that forgetting is more a vice than a virtue, since it is possible to improve the memory with 

brain exercises. However, it might be beneficial to forget. 7  The story of Funes the 

Memorious, by Jorge Luis Borges tells the tale of the 19-year-old Ireneo Funes, who suffers 

greatly from remembering everything. 

 …Funes could continuously discern the tranquil advances of corruption, of decay, of 

fatigue. He could note the progress of death, of dampness. He was the solitary and lucid 

spectator of a multiform, instantaneous and almost intolerably precise world.8 

It could be argued that forgetting can be a matter of comfort. However, forgetting something 

probably leads to the feeling of confusion, to be uncertain of past experiences. Perhaps 

forgetting can be both comforting and confusing and even melancholic. “Melancholy is 

undoubtedly the most lyrical of afflictions, variously described as an atmosphere of sorrow, 

the exquisite pleasure of longing, a sense of impending loss, or an endless, inexplicable 

                                                 
5 Oliver Hardt, Karim Nader, and Lynn Nadel, "Decay Happens: The Role of Active Forgetting in Memory," 

Trends in Cognitive Sciences, January 29, 2013, 111-120, accessed November 4, 2018, 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364661313000132.  
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid. 
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waiting.”9 Melancholy is the romantic notion of enjoying the misery of sadness, maybe 

confusion and forgetting is enjoyable in a melancholic way. 

 

Waiting 

 

Waiting can be melancholic if the person who is waiting gains pleasure from the sadness and 

loneliness of the wait. “Waiting can be joyful, but only with the assurance that the absent 

object will appear.“10 Juliett Drouet was a French actress and the mistress of Victor Hugo. 

“The life of Juliette Drouet is one of those most remarkable examples of entire, lifelong 

devotion: it was one long wait. ‘I wait like a squirrel in a cage ... I wait for you because, after 

all, I would rather wait for you than believe that you are not coming at all,’ and so on 

indefinitely.”11 Waiting can be escapism, it breaks from reality because it leads us into a 

fantasy. What we desire might never arrive.  

Without love, she is nothing. And yet the force of amor cannot secure an end to the wait; 

indeed, it is precisely what allows her wait to endure, what gives meaning and purpose to an 

otherwise restless and anguished boredom. I would rather wait for you than believe that you 

are not coming at all.12 

The wait is the period between two events, in this case the first event is the start of Hugo´s 

and Drouet´s love affair, then comes the waiting and the second event was meant to be their 

union but that event never came. The wait is a feeling of being in between, in between 

moments and in between emotions. It is the quiet, gloomy space where nothing happens, but 

anticipation lies in the air. The next moment or the next emotion might or might not come. 

The end of the afterparty contains this feeling of being in between, having had a great time 

but now it is over and a melancholia and regret swirls through the body. Still, the next party 

is on the horizon, so we must wait.  

                                                 
9 Kimberly Phillips, "C Magazine / Willow, Weep for Me: Noa Giniger, Marian Penner Bancroft, and the 

Intricacies of Melancholy," C Magazine, November 30, 2013, 18-23, accessed November 14, 2018, 

https://cmagazine.com/issues/122/willow-weep-for-me-noa-giniger-marian-penner-bancroft-and-the-in. 
10 Robyn Marasco. “ ‘I would rather wait for you than believe that you are not coming at all’: Revolutionary 

love in a post-revolutionary time.” Philosophy and Social Criticism no.36. (2010): 643-662. URL: 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0191453710366213 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid.  
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A farewell to faraway friends 

 

A farewell to faraway friends13 is a work by Bas Jan Ader, from 1971. Ader was a California 

based Dutch performance artist. At the age of 33 he was lost at sea, as a result of a 

performance called In search of the Miraculous, where he attempted to sail alone across the 

Atlantic on a very small sailboat. 14  Bas Jan Ader used himself as an object in his 

performances and his tragic legacy is intertwined with how his works are read. He is 

considered to be a romantic artist and his works explore emotionality and concern existential 

problems.15 

A farewell to faraway friends is a photograph, it depicts a person standing on a beach and 

looking over the ocean. The picture is a silhouette, the rocks on the beach, the person and a 

forest in the background are black and in contrast, a colorful sunset with clouds in the sky 

and an ocean that reflects the vibrant colors. The title of the picture indicates sentimentality 

and the motif references earlier romantic paintings and the sublime.16 

 

What this piece has in common with Imitating Anticipation is that both works could be 

connected to the past, although the photograph has a more obvious connection with memory. 

A farewell to faraway friends expresses longing and loss in a poetic setting, it is melancholic 

and Imitating Anticipation could be described as having melancholic undertones. The title 

of the photograph implies an action, a narrative, but the title of the sculptures implies an 

atmosphere.  

 

 

                                                 
13 See image 7. 

14 Bas Jan Ader, accessed November 14, 2018, http://www.basjanader.com/. 

15 Joke Brasser, "Bas Jan Ader’s Art in Relation to the Romantic and Postmodern Sublime: Gravity – 

Passibility – Sublimity," Http://www.tijdschriftframe.nl, November 2010, 88-98, accessed November 4, 

2018, http://www.tijdschriftframe.nl/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/06.  
16 Ibid. 
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SER (Seductive Exacting Realism)  

 

SER (Seductive Exacting Realism)17 is a work presented at Documenta 14, 2017, in Kassel, 

Germany. It is by an artist called Irena Haiduk, born in Belgrade in 1982.18 She claims to be 

against biography. 19  She has had exhibitions in the 2017 Whitney Biennial, the Swiss 

Institute, New York; and the Renaissance Society, Chicago.20 

SER (Seductive Exacting Realism) is a project that uses multiple mediums, systems and 

historical and socio-political context. It centers around the political history of the Former 

Yugoslavia. The work in Documenta 14 consisted of a sound installation, sculptures, a shoe 

store and performances. The sound work was an interview with a Serbian activist that helped 

depose Slobodan Milošević in 2000. The interview was edited and rerecorded with two 

female voices. It became the center piece of Seductive Exacting Realism (SER). Yugoexport 

is an ongoing project that was a part of (SER), it is modeled after the self-managed factories 

and experimental clubs of the former Yugoslavia. Yugoexpert oversees the production of the 

Borovo Shoes, that wore mandatory for the women workers during the Communist times in 

Yugoslavia. The shoes are meant to have superior arch support and they were for sale in the 

gallery during the exhibition period and were worn be the young, female performers, called 

Sirens, that took part in the work.21 

Imitating Anticipation and SER (Seductive Exacting Realism) are quite different, SER is a 

complex works that combines several sculptures and performances that all reference the 

political history of the artists native country. It is heavily based on the presence of young 

and beautiful women, they do performances in the space, the sell shoes and the voices of 

young women can be heard in the sound installation. It could be argued that this work deals 

                                                 
17 See image 8. 
18 Monika Szewczyk, "Irena Haiduk," Documenta 14, , accessed November 16, 2018, 

https://www.documenta14.de/en/artists/1031/irena-haiduk. 

19 Kavigupta.com, accessed November 16, 2018, http://kavigupta.com/artist/irena-haiduk/. 

20 Irena Haiduk, accessed November 16, 2018, https://irenahaiduk.com/work. 

21 Monika Szewczyk, "Irena Haiduk," Documenta 14, , accessed November 16, 2018, 

https://www.documenta14.de/en/artists/1031/irena-haiduk. 
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with femininity and feminism in the way it shows how women were meant to be presented 

and behave at the time of Yugoslavian Communism. The work even had a catwalk runway. 

SER was also interactive, the viewer could stay inside the installation, alongside the 

performers and do business transactions. Imitating Anticipation is more sculptural, 

ephemeral and atmospheric and not a social commentary. However, there are certain 

elements that these two works have in common; they are connected to the past through usage 

of material that used to be in fashion. In Imitating Anticipation, the fabrics, the skincare 

creams, the fish pudding and the films indicate a previous time and in SER the whole space 

that the work took place in had the interior design of a glamourous ´80 room; the lush carpet, 

the marble, the house plants and the color scheme. In that sense, both works aim to recreate 

a specific atmosphere of the past by referencing outdated fashion. They also strategically 

used light to emphasize this experience. Furthermore, both pieces are perhaps a stage, in the 

case of Imitating Anticipation it could be a vacant film set and SER was stage where events 

sometimes happened, but not always as the performances took place occasionally, there was 

waiting period in between. The feeling of waiting was evident if the viewers tried to purchase 

the shoes, there was a long wait and the shoes might not even be available, the space looked 

like a waiting area in a clinic and it was called Waiting area. Therefore, it can be said that 

SER has an atmosphere of being in between, as Imitating Anticipation has.  
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Suður – Foss and Since I came to North – Waterfall; 

Imitation and eerie emptiness 

 

In this chapter I will discuss two of my works, Suður – Foss and Since I came to North 

Waterfall. These two works are related to one another. I will address the personal references 

within the works and the atmosphere of the film set and the movie High Rise. I will also 

connect the works to Gregor Schneider´s installation called N. Schmidt.  

 

A description of Suður – Foss 

 

Suður – Foss22 was an installation I made in a gallery. The gallery is called Wind and 

Weather Window Gallery and artists are invited to show their works in the gallery window 

in the city center.  

The installation consisted of sculptures that were made to look like a window in a family 

home. A duvet hung from the ceiling like curtains, the duvet was covered with a silver 

colored fabric with an animal print. The small space inside the window was empty apart 

from a yellow linoleum floor with biscuit crumbs and makeup foundation scattered over it. 

The bottom of the window frame had a blue towel wrapped in a cylinder shape. The inside 

of the glass was dirty, it had traces of skin colored makeup and a greasy cream  

 

A description of Since I came to North – Waterfall  

 

Since I came to North – Waterfall23 was an installation I created in the student gallery space 

of the Iceland University of the Arts. It was a room that had a large column built out of wood 

and padded with soft duvets. The bottom of the column was covered with linoleum, the 

                                                 
22 See images 9-12. 
23 See images 13-15. 
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middle part had a shiny brown and silver animal print fabric and the top part was covered 

with a shiny, padded black fabric. On top of the column was a small amount of liver pate. 

The room was otherwise empty, apart from slightly dirty windows and there was a door 

inside the room leading to another room, the door had a window and through the window 

the viewer could see a steel rod coming down from the ceiling inside the empty room. That 

other room was locked so that the viewer could not enter. The larger room with the column 

had the lights turned off so the only source of light was the light coming through the windows 

and from the window on the door of the locked room, which was very brightly lit. 

 

Personal references within the work  

 

Both twin works, Suður – Foss and Since I came to North – Waterfall were melancholic 

spaces, they were recreating a feeling of an event and memory loss. They were places in 

between emotions and moments, they were in a state of waiting. The works looked pretty 

from a distance but up close the decay became visible. The title of the work, South – 

Waterfall, comes from the name of the farm that I grew up on, but the flowing silvery fabric 

also resembles a waterfall. North - Waterfall is the name of the neighboring farm.  

In Suður – Foss I thought of the window gallery as a window, not a as a gallery and I 

approached it as a two-dimensional surface instead of a three-dimensional installation. With 

Suður – Foss I tried to imitate a window in a house in a village in the countryside, the house 

is in a state of decay and something uncanny has happened. The fabric of the duvet was 

outdated and cheap but also shiny and glamourous. The dirty linoleum and the dirty window 

glass gave a sense of domesticity and sloppiness. The towel imitated towels that are put in 

windows that leak. There was a light inside the room that was quite harsh, it created an 

atmosphere of unease.  

Since I came to North – Waterfall took place in a room that was dark, dirty and smelled 

funny. There was nowhere to sit, it was not a warm and welcoming space, I wanted it to have 

a sinister vibe where most people would not choose to spend their time in this place. I saw 

it is a place outside of a location and outside of time, meaning it did not belong in our world 

or in our time. and outside of time. I experienced it as a stage where a situation once took 

place. It was a long time ago and we do not remember what happened. I often feel as if I am 
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experiencing an altered state of reality, where time seems unreal and I question if an event 

actually occurred.  

Since I came to North – Waterfall is meant to look like a place that is deteriorating; it had a 

vague and unidentifiable bad smell and it has dirty windows. The dirt on the glass was a skin 

cream and a makeup foundation, which I associate with bodily fluids. The column was a 

replica of a column in the National Hospital in Reykjavík. It was covered in a glamourous, 

soft fabric and I wanted it to look like a column in a shady night club in a different era in 

different place. It was as if someone had tried to make it look extravagant, but it became 

trashy. The column had six sides, a hexagon and it had three arms. I positioned the column 

in a way that I thought would idealize the ceiling and make the whole room more elegant. 

The column was meant to be a monument. At first glance this room looked innocent because 

it looked normal, but the atmosphere was eerie, caused by the lighting, smell and emptiness, 

an attempt had been made to tidy up. The decay had been beautified but something was off. 

 

Emptiness   

 

Both Waterfall installations had an empty floor, they depicted empty rooms. They both had 

windows with half drawn curtains, so the viewer could look inside it, only to see a desolate 

space with a very bright light. The rooms had traces of human inhabitants; there was grease 

and stains on the windows and biscuit crumbs and makeup foundation on the floor, but 

because the spaces were empty it might be interpreted as them being abandoned. In Since I 

came to North – Waterfall, there was stale smell of liver pate, the pate is mostly hidden and 

hardly visible, and the smell is not easily identifiable. This smell indicated that someone 

used to occupy this room before. There is limited light, all the lights are turned off in the 

main room. There is also no sound. All these elements and the emptiness suggest an eerie 

mood. 
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The film set and the Atmosphere 

 

Suður – Foss and Since I came to North – Waterfall were both made to look like another 

time and place and therefore it can be said that they were staged. They relate to film sets and 

how the film set manipulates the viewer´s emotions. Although these settings posed as actual 

locations, they were somewhat removed from the reality. They might relate to the way a film 

set functions, by using visuals within a set to affect the viewer and by indicating a time and 

place. The purpose of the film set is to help explain the narrative and to create an atmosphere. 

“Audiences often speak of the “atmosphere,” “tone,” or “mood” of films, and scholars have 

suggested that a film’s mood is related to its aesthetic presentation.” 24  The Waterfall 

installations had an atmosphere that was created with the usage of light, texture, decay and 

colors. Creating a certain atmosphere is an abstract and ethereal task that depends on how 

the viewer is affected by a juxtaposition of carefully selected elements.  

 

High Rise 

 

“The movie High Rise is a 2015 film adaption of the 1975 novel by J.G. Ballard. The story 

describes the disintegration of a luxury high-rise building as its affluent residents gradually 

descend into violent chaos.”25 The whole film takes place inside the same building in a 

dystopian world with a 70´s aesthetic; the color scheme is brownish and small rooms, 

windows and balconies are featured heavily. The building plays a major role in the film. The 

architecture, colors and lighting create an eerie mood with a feeling of impending doom. It 

is also hierarchical, with poorer residents living on the lower floors and richer residents 

living on upper levels.  

 

                                                 
24 Jussi Tarvanien, Stina Westman, and Pirkko Oittinen, “The Way Films Feel: Aesthetic Features and Mood 

in Film,” Research Gate, August 2015, 1, accessed November 15, 2018, 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/279251782_The_Way_Films_Feel_Aesthetic_Features_and_Mood

_in_Film. 
25 “High Rise,” Wikipedia, , accessed April 1, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-Rise_(film). 
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N. SCHMIDT  

 

N. SCHMIDT26 is a work by Gregor Schneider and was shown at the 2017 Skulptur Projekte 

Münster. Gregor Schneider was born in 1969, in Rheydt, Germany. He makes architectural 

sculptures, built spaces and interventions in domestic environment. His most well-known 

work is Haus u r, which took 16 years to make and won the Golden Lion at the 2001 Venice 

Biennale. His work is often political and controversial; working with themes like Nazism, 

detainment and authority.27  

N. SCHMIDT was situated in a museum, the viewer would wait in line outside the museum 

and wait to be escorted inside, two persons at a time, up staircases in what looked like an 

ordinary apartment building. Finally, you were led to a door that said N. SCHMIDT and the 

viewer could open it and enter a space that looked exactly like an apartment. 

“The title refers to N. SCHMIDT’s origins in Room 54 of Haus u r. The flat in Münster gave 

visitors the opportunity to start unravelling the persona of N. SCHMIDT. A separate entrance 

in the west wing of the museum’s new building lead up a stairway to the first floor and to an 

anteroom where the flat branches off. By walking through the entrance hall, the living room, 

the bedroom, and the bathroom, the visitor came to an anteroom and another mirror-

symmetrical flat whose room sequence and interiors are architecturally identical to the first 

unit. By following a circular route through the flat, the visitors once again reached the first 

anteroom. This offered an iterative experience, which, now modified by memories, opened 

up a new space. The principle of duplication and discrepancy was continued in virtual space: 

what happened in one flat seemed to be relayed synchronously to screens in the other flat.“28 

 

N. SCHMIDT and the Waterfall installations have some things in common. They attempt to 

establish an uncomfortable atmosphere using light, color, emptiness and smell. The N. 

Schmidt installation was all in white, light grey and brown colors and the rooms of the fake 

apartment were subdued and even dark at times. One of the rooms smelled like an air 

                                                 
26 See images 16-17. 
27 Ory Dessau, "Our Full Attention," ArtReview, April 2015, Accessed November 17, 

2018.,https://artreview.com/features/april_2015_feature_gregor_schneider/. 
28 Nicola Torke, "Gregor Schneider," Skulptur Projekte Archiv, Accessed November 15, 2018, 

https://www.skulptur-projekte-archiv.de/en-us/2017/projects/196/. 
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freshener. The rooms were almost empty with only a few objects in, which emphasized a 

sinister mood.  

There are still substantial differences between these exhibitions, Schneider says he wants to 

subvert the border demarcation between private and public space. At the same time, his work 

intensifies the question about the existential state of man in postmodern society. 29  The 

Waterfall installations were semi-autobiographical and more abstract while N. SCMIDT has 

social and political themes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
29 Ibid. 
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I was celestial; 

Heavenly Sci Fi 

 

In this chapter I will discuss two of my sculptures, both called I was celestial. The sculptures 

are a part of the same trilogy. I will talk about my personal references with the works and 

link them with Michel Foucault´s theory of Heterotopias and The Rothko Chapel. Then, I 

will explore the symbolic similarities of beds, temples and sci fi in order to make links 

between these concepts in relation to my art works.  

 

A description of the first part of I was Celestial 

 

I was celestial was a trilogy of outdoor monuments that I made. The first part30 was in the 

form of a sculpture entrance placed in Listasafn Sigurjóns Ólafssonar; the Museum of 

Sigurjón Ólafsson which is a part of the National Gallery of Iceland. The second part31 of I 

was Celestial was a sculpture gate that stood on a bicycle path in a busy suburban area of 

Reykjavík and was a part of a 50th anniversary exhibition by the Reykjavík Sculpture 

Association. The third part of the trilogy will never happen.  

The first part of I was Celestial was a sculpture that was placed in front of the main entrance 

to the Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum. The piece was a three-meter-long floor sculpture, it had 

a square shape, like a carpet, but the edges of the carpet were in a cylinder shape, like the 

arms of an armchair, these edges were soft and padded. The sculpture was covered in fabric, 

the fabric was lavender colored and silvery and had a snakeskin pattern. It was like a red 

carpet that welcomed the viewer to enter the building. The audience could decide whether 

they wanted to walk over the carpet or not.  

 

                                                 
30 See images 18-19. 
31 See images 20-21. 
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A description of the second part of I was Celestial 

 

The second part of I was celestial was made of two sculptures placed next to each other on 

a popular bicycle path, next to traffic crossroads, a postmodern building, trees and an empty 

field of grass and together they formed a city gate. The sculptures were in the shape of two 

pedestals with circular forms on top of them. The height of the work was 210 cm. The 

structure was made of wood and steel and it was padded with duvets. The structure was 

covered with a bright blue fabric and a plastic material covered the blue fabric, but not 

completely because there were holes and gaps on the plastic which meant rainwater would 

seep inside the sculpture. 

 

Personal references within the work 

 

The padded sculptures was in bright colors, I thought they looked somewhat silly, inviting 

and friendly, like a bouncing castle or a marshmellow. The shapes were familiar but looked 

alien in the location where they were situated. The size and height of the works were 

measured in connection with the length of my body, they were in an awkward height, neither 

tall enough or short enough.  

I was celestial referenced the usage of pedestals in outdoor monuments in art history and 

how they are classically made from permanent, strong materials. I chose the shapes of the 

works because I relate them to postmodern architecture and science fiction. I connected the 

concept of the entrance/gate to the idea of the portal, which exists in science fiction.  

The sculptures were passively participatory, the viewers could choose whether they walked 

over the carpet but in the case of gate, the public that passes through the pathway was 

confronted with having no choice but to pass through it.  

I connected the works with the idea of the heavenly, something that is otherworldly and full 

of hope. The entrance carpet was made of a shiny, silvery fabric that reflected the color of 

the sky; the color of the carpet mirrored the sky. Both works pointed to sky, the carpet had 
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little poles and the gate was pedestals with circular forms on top, I see the circular forms as 

being a divine shape. The sculptures were sensitive, they were not protected from the 

elements or the public, in time they would deteriorate; they might get vandalized, get dirty 

and grow mildew. After staying outside for four months, the gate was in a disheveled state 

with a significant amount of fungi. They were however quite glamourous; the carpet was 

made from a fabric that an older lady would wear as a shirt and the gate was covered in 

glossy plastic. I was attempting to beautify something that was not good enough, a form of 

self-preservation. I was celestial was both elegant and cheap and heavenly and 

disintegrating.  

 

I made I was celestial, the first and second part, to look like fake monuments that had a 

known symbolic purpose, a gate and an entrance, which essentially has the same meaning. 

It is a structure that suggests that something becomes different once it is crossed. I was 

celestial is a fake exit and a fake entrance. It represents the self-indulgent and ethereal idea 

that when a person passes through the gate, everything will change. I wanted them to glorify 

their surroundings and amplify the atmosphere of the tedious everyday existence. 

 

Beds, temples and portals 

 

I am interested in the visual and ideological connection between portals from science fiction, 

love beds from the eighties and temples. Portals from science fiction and 80’s love beds have 

certain visual similarities, the shapes are very similar, even. They might share an aesthetic 

feel since they are cultural inventions that perhaps originate from the same era and same 

culture. Temples and churches, however, are much older creations but I will argue that they 

also share the same aesthetic and shapes; that these things are a conceptual trio.  

Portals, beds and temples are all made for bodies, they are all containers for humans, they 

are entrances. A bed represents sleeping, dreaming and sex. Temples represent life after 

death and a divine power that loves you. Portals transport you from your reality to a different 

reality. They symbolize escapism, a way of taking a break from the everyday life. They also 

indicate hope that your life might improve.  
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Heterotopia  

 

Heterotopia is a concept created by Michel Foucault. It was introduced in lecture given by 

Michel Foucault in March 1967 and published in a text entitled “Of Other Spaces” or “Des 

Espace Autres,” by the French journal Architecture /Mouvement/ Continuité in October 

1984.32 

Michel Foucault describes heterotopias as “spaces that are somehow ‘different’:  isolated, 

concentrated, incompatible and contradictory. In a nutshell, heterotopias are worlds within 

worlds, mirroring and yet distinguishing themselves from what is outside.”33 

First there are the utopias. Utopias are sites with no real place. They are sites that have a 

general relation of direct or inverted analogy with the real space of Society. They present 

society itself in a perfected form, or else society turned upside down, but in any case, these 

utopias are fundamentally unreal spaces. There are also, probably in every culture, in every 

civilization, real places—places that do exist and that are formed in the very founding of 

society— which are something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in 

which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are 

simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted. Places of this kind are outside of all 

places, even though it may be possible to indicate their location in reality. Because these 

places are absolutely different from all the sites that they reflect and speak about, I shall call 

them, by way of contrast to utopias, heterotopias.34 

Michel Foucault lists six principles that can describe the term. The first principle states that 

every culture constitutes heterotopias, the second principle says that heterotopias can change 

their purpose as time progresses. The third principle claims that the heterotopia is capable of 

juxtaposing in a single real place into several spaces, such as the garden, which is “the 

smallest parcel of the world and then it is the totality of the world.”35 The fourth principle is 

about how heterotopias are usually linked to slices in time; “The heterotopia begins to 

function at full capacity when men arrive at a sort of absolute break with their traditional 

                                                 
32 Michel Foucault, "Of Other Spaces," Foucault, Accessed November 17, 2018, 

https://foucault.info/documents/heterotopia/foucault.heteroTopia.en/.  
33 Peter Johnson, Heterotopia Studies, Accessed November 18, 2018, http://www.heterotopiastudies.com/. 
34 Michel Foucault, "Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias," Web.mit.edu, Accessed November 15, 

2018, http://web.mit.edu/allanmc/www/foucault1.pdf. 
35 Ibid. 
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time.”36 The fifth principle is that heterotopias always have a system of “opening and closing 

that both isolates them and makes them penetrable.”37  The sixth and final principle of 

heterotopia is that “they have a function in relation to all the space that remains.”38 

 

The Rothko Chapel  

 

Mark Rothko (1903 -1970) was an American painter of Jewish Russian descent. His work is 

associated with American Abstract Expressionism and the New York School. The Rothko 

Chapel39 is a chapel in Houston, Texas. It was commissioned by John and Dominique de 

Menil and opened in 1971. The shape of the chapel is an octagon, the design was under the 

influence of Rothko´s work.  Fourteen black but color hued paintings by the artist hang on 

the walls. It was one of Rothko´s greatest desire to make a religious monument but tragically 

he did not live to see the results, he committed suicide one year before the chapel opened.40 

Rothko was interested in making pure art that would have a divine effect on the viewer. 

Many of Rothko’s works were monumental in size and he was quoted saying that he wanted 

to express “basic human emotions – tragedy, ecstasy, doom…The people who weep before 

my pictures are having the same religious experience I had when I painted them.”41  

 

The title of I was celestial, the circles that form a halo on the gates and the small columns 

pointing to the sky on the carpet and the blue and grey fabric that imitates the color of the 

sky – all these elements suggest that the entrances might be heavenly. The act of passing 

through the entrance would have an immediate effect on the viewer. It connected the 

experience with the idea that reality would be somehow different and more holy within the 

walls of the chapel - that architecture can be otherworldly.  

                                                 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
39 See images 22-23. 
40 "Rothko Chapel," Mark Rothko, Accessed November 17, 2018. http://www.markrothko.org/rothko-

chapel/. 
41 "Rothko Chapel," Mark Rothko, Accessed November 17, 2018. http://www.markrothko.org/rothko-

chapel/. 
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Rothko´s Chapel and I was celestial both have vibrant colors, motifs and architecture that 

could relate to something religious. As well as being religious relics, both works could be 

linked with sci fi and they might be portals. 
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A lounge of remorse 

 

In this chapter I will talk about A lounge of remorse, a solo show that I had as a part of my 

MA degree studies. 

 

A description of A lounge of remorse  

 

A lounge of remorse42 was a solo show that I did in the student gallery, called Kubburinn. 

The gallery is a somewhat white cube like room with large windows overlooking the city 

and the ocean.  

The installation consisted of two sculptures. One was a 180 cm high wall that went from one 

side of the room to another and therefore created a room within the gallery that was only 

accessible through a different door, not accessible to the viewer. The wall was a room divider 

with brown plastic films that acted as blurred windows. The wood panels of the room divider 

were dark brown. The wall behind the room divider had a window. The other sculpture in 

the installation was a wood structure covered in duvets and light brown fabric, it was a large 

structure that had a narrow pathway leading to a space in the shape of a hexagon, with walls 

that were 165 cm high, covered in fabric as well as the floor. At the end of the structure there 

was a container in that had soap, fish pudding, brown glass and white chiffon fabric and 

below the container there was a rectangular brown glass.  

A lounge of remorse was an audience participatory installation; most of the gallery space 

was inaccessible – an empty space, and the viewer could only enter the hexagon sculpture 

and view the room divider sculpture from a distance. Inside the space in between the room 

divider sculpture and the windows were people standing and talking and coming and going 

through the door. The viewer that was situated inside the hexagon sculpture could observe 

these people through the brown windows on the room divider sculpture, but it obstructed the 

                                                 
42 See images 24-26. 
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view of the actual windows in the room, making it only possible to see the sky and not the 

cityscape.  

The installation had a strong smell of soap and fish pudding that fainted over the exhibition 

period, the fabric floors inside the hexagon sculpture got increasingly dirty and the 

atmosphere of the installation was affected by the ever-changing sunlight coming from the 

outside; which was the only source of light. The number of viewers inside the small hexagon 

sculpture and whether there were people inside the room divider space influenced how the 

viewer might have experienced the installation.  

 

Spaces and spectators  

 

A lounge of remorse was an installation that contained three spaces – one was not accessible 

for anyone, the second was only for some people and the third was for everyone. It resembled 

a hierarchy of spaces.  

The viewer that stood inside the hexagon sculpture might have been able to observe and 

listen to the people inside the closed off space by the room divider; it positioned the viewer 

as a spectator and the people inside the other space as supporting actors, because the 

spectator was the main character. We are the spectators and we are always our own main 

characters. The supporting actors behind the blurry, brown windows were both subjects and 

objects, they were the subjects of the viewers gaze and their bodies were objects inside the 

sculpture.  

The installation in some ways dictated the experience of the viewer, by closing off large 

portions of the gallery. I thought of the installation as inner and outer space, with the pathway 

and the hexagon being the inner space – the personal space, and the area by the window 

being the outer space.  
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Conclusion 

 

My aim for this show was to experiment with making an installation that would be large 

enough so that the viewers would become a part of it, this was also my first attempt at 

dividing a space into separate spaces through room dividers. I also wanted to use the limited 

light coming from the outside and the smell of soap and fish pudding to affect the mood of 

the work. I wanted the softness of the padded floor and walls to influence the experience of 

the viewer while inside the installation and the soft, brown color scheme to set a certain 

atmosphere. For the viewer, walking into the gallery through the narrow corridor that led to 

the hexagon structure, I wanted the shape of the sculpture on the floor to have visual 

connections to a science fiction altar and for the brown window room dividers to look like 

an office space in the seventies.  

What I feel was successful and well received during the critique of the show was the way 

the installation controlled the viewer in the space and created hierarchical dynamics within 

in it. I was also pleased with the way the audience responded to the atmosphere inside the 

exhibition. What I felt was less successful was perhaps how I talked about my intentions for 

the artwork during my critique and I would like to get better at discussing my art in the 

future. I want to continue to make large scale objects and develop my visual vocabulary by 

continually expanding my variety of material juxtapositions. I want to pursue working with 

the same concepts I have been interested in for the duration of this MA program; waiting, 

forgetting, emptiness, sci fi and divinity. 
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